In this study, we chose one of Byron, Turkish Tales, The Giaour-A Fragment of a Turkish Tale, which is known as a "snake of a poem" due to the constant revision and reaching to 1334 lines in the twelfth edition, from the 407 lines in its first copy.
This study, aims to discuss Byron's usage of his experience in the description of male/female characters by unfolding their status. In this particular tale, Byron treated the subject of infidelity. Initially we discussed the wife, Leila's position as a woman in Turkish harem who tried to break the taboos and enter male realm of action, just to go through her condition after her disturbance of moral values of the Oriental world. Following Leila's state, this study focused on the Giaour, Leila's Christian lover and Hassan Pasha, Leila's Turkish husband. Knowing the polarity between their cultural background the tale surprises us by presenting the Giaour as "a cultural hybrid" who turns into Oriental man not different from Turkish Hassan. On the other side, Hassan is portrayed as a cruel husband who strives to live and die in accordance to his cultural -187 -values. Upon his discovering Leila's infidelity, Hassan is defeated by his mentality and spills out his rage by killing Leila.
The study reveals that only after Leila's death the resemblance between Turkish Hassan and Venetian the Giaour starts. As representative of two different worlds these two proud men shared the same temperament in the moments of anger. However, we tried to prove that Byron put into action his western mentality, thus favored the Giaour by justifying his murdering of Hassan.
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Lord Byron and Oriental World
Lord Byron's fascination with the Balkans as a region with Oriental mysticism is already known. His reaction to Ottoman Orient was subject of many criticisms, yet we cannot omit the fact that his experiencing this numinous world, gave his writing the vividness that a masterpiece should carry. He was frequently compared to names such as Moore and Southey who used the Orient world as their subject of interest. Nonetheless, Byron held his uniqueness as more realistic, due to his long-year experience in Balkan region. This being the case we can call Byron "the participant" of Oriental world in comparison to "the passive observant" that the other English writers were. Peter Cochran researching on Byron and the Orient, writes: Disregarding the criticism and judging Byron's work with a blank mind and without having knowledge of critical background of his writings, one would initially be amazed with his usage of the eastern diction. His eagerness to put into practice the knowledge of this eastern spirit makes him appear as an enthusiast of eastern culture and life-style, respectively of Balkan world where he gains his experience from. 
The Giaour's Tale
The tale set in Balkan region, narrates of a love triangle, where it includes the clash between a Muslim, Hassan and a Christian, the Giaour, over a maiden Leila who is one of Hassan's wives. Hassan, a man with strong Islamic values cannot bear the fact that his wife had a lover, thus he punished her by throwing her into the sea. The Giaour, the lover could not stay indifferent over Leila's death for the sake of their love and rushes into revenge. Killing Hassan does not ease Giaour's pain and he drowns into desolation and despair for the outcome of his love affair.
Lord Byron called the poem, The Giaour, "snake of a poem", with merits, as the first manuscript consisted of 407 lines, ending with the 1334 in its final edition. He opens the tale with an introductory note entitled Advertisement of two paragraph holding a mixed signals of praising the "modern" Eastern women as more prudent than in the period when the tale took place, adding a comment in a sarcastic tone on the "older period" Christians who might have lost their courage to repeat this bold act for the sake of love.
The tale which these disjointed fragments present is founded upon circumstances now less common in the East than formerly; either because the ladies are more circumspect than in the 'olden time,' or because the Christians have better fortune, or less enterprise. 8 Without offering the reader a space or time to think and judge the position of a woman living in Balkan area, he calls Leila "a slave" creating an idea of female oppression and misogynistic behavior of Oriental men. Byron fortifies the cruelty demeanor of the husband with female's punishment "in the Mussulman manner" by being thrown into the sea for adultery. Giving the historical background of the area, Byron does not withhold himself from the commentary that these men "exercised the cruelty on all sides."
Leila and Female World of Constrains
Initially, Byron chose the name Leila which is very common in Muslim culture and literature. It phonologically produces the sense of harmony and peace, creating an expectation of a gentle person. Leila is a typical female figure who can represent her gender's position in Balkans and Ottoman world. Byron's usage of Leila as meek character enlisted oriental women as pitiable, thus creating a general opinion of eastern gender relations as unequal. Related to the opinion created in the western world through these literary works, we will quote Irvin Cemil Schick: In this work, Leila was portrayed as a houri, who according to Muslim religion are the most beautiful maidens dwelling in paradise. She had a gaze of a Gazelle, with a glow of a gem of Giamschid.
10 Leila's beauty is picturesque and considered to be refreshing part of the melancholic setting.
As a stereotype of eastern woman, Leila would be expected to have life full of restrictions. Her appearance would determine her faith. Her obedience would be a "must" and not a case of "probability". Her movements would be within boundaries and contact with certain people. She would have no freedom of choice or voice to speak her mind. Nevertheless, Leila did not play according to the rules. She did not remain in the genderdetermined realm of deeds. Leila was not a typical Ottoman woman. She tried to step into the male realm of action and use the right of "freedom of choice". She granted herself the right which would normally be male's. She metaphorically raised her voice which was not even known to be existent. She chose to fight her fate and reject to be victim of the social conventions. She refused to live up to these words anymore:
Oh! who young Leila's glance could read And keep that portion of his creed Which saith, that woman is but dust, A soulless toy for tyrant's lust? (487-90)
As the Ottoman mentality requires, Leila's usage of "freedom of choice" will have disastrous outcome. She broke the taboos and she will be punished for that. Ottoman society of the age would not be surprised by sanctions that found her. Byron depicted Leila as destined to die the most horrible death and the narrator not being moved by this. Her chastity was what she played with and this being a part of identity that defined a girl and determined her status in the society, Leila would pay for its loss. Honour is not a notion that a woman should challenge and Leila's decision to test it was her doom. Eventually Leila was punished and put to death. Though her punishment was harsh, Leila as a significant character appeared in the tale only when she physically disappeared. Her death is the key fact and the point when 9 Irvin Cemil Schick, Women in the Ottoman Balkans: Gender, Culture and History, p.283 10 The explanation Byron gives of the "jewel of Giamschid" is as follow: The celebrated fabulous ruby of Sultan Giamschid, the embellisher of Istakhar; from its splendour, named Schebgerag [Schabchiragh] , "the torch of night;" also "the cup of the sun," etc. In the First Edition, "Giamschid" was written as a word of three syllables; so D'Herbelot has it; but I am told Richardson reduces it to a dissyllable, and writes "Jamshid." I have left in the text the orthography of the one with the pronunciation of the other. Taken from George Gordon Byron, Leila's situation raises question in our head. Who is to be punished severer for what Leila and the Giaour did? Both the Giaour and Leila did Hassan wrong and as a man of action Hassan is going to take revenge from both of them. He is determined to kill the Giaour from the rage and need to show his power as a man to man; while punishing Leila, for the wounded pride of a husband and creation of the epithet of a cuckold.
Condemnation of these two lovers by the society is assumed to be harsher towards Leila. On the subject Franklin writes "an acknowledgement that as the fabric of society is built on the foundation of female chastity, woman will always be the chief victim of illegitimate love."
11 This similar stance is still to be encountered in some remote areas of Balkan and Turkey as female adultery is the outmost wrongdoing woman's "fall from grace", while man's as literary translated from Turkish language just "dirt in his hands." 
The Giaour and Hassan Pasha's Resemblance As Two Men In Balkan World
The Giaour is the first person from the love triangle introduced by the narrator. He appears in the scene with a dark horse and is given name "Giaour", creating an immediate idea that he will not be favored by the narrator as the word "giaour" is given by Muslims to infidels. Byron gives the Giaour mysterious look which elevates sense of anxiety in the reader. His dark appearance was often commented as being bad omen.
Though like a demon of the night
He pass 'd, and vanish'd from my sight, (205-206) Although the Giaour's intentions did not bear any other purpose except enjoying Leila's love, the circumstances that this love was based, on created the situation which conflicted two men of different backgrounds, where one is Turk and the other Venetian.
As Byron gives only negative quality to Leila's husband Hassan who will not necessarily be considered as wrongful by current Balkan mentality for his anger on the infidelity, the revenge manner is put into extremes and turns his position of a cheated husband into a cruel, revengeful man. At the same time, Byron, gives the Giaour oxymoronic traits of a romantic lover and an impetuous character.
Clash between two men seemingly representing two different worlds that of Muslim and Christian collided at one point where they reveal their resemblance. Their resemblance is also noticed by Elisabeth Bohls where she writes: He (the Giaour) has become, if not a fullfledged Muslim, a cultural hybrid: neither one thing nor the other, a man between, operating in a permeable zone of shifting alliances and turbulent local conflict" 13 further quoting
Richardson as a support to her own opinion "the Giaour has renounced his Christian faith and Their resemblance is seen in their manliness and courage as well as expression of rage. After Leila's death, The Giaour became the man he hated. He put on the cloak of wrath which covered his body and mind. He will now live just for the revenge. He became synonym of Hassan rather than the antonym he was striving to be. Hassan had to kill Leila for the revenge of stained honour, similarly Giaour's revenge by ending Hassan's life brings them closer in regard of the Balkanic mindset, where Giaour's bloody deed is depicted as: 
And lures to leap into the wave. (837-844)
The Giaour does not deny his bloody deed. There's blood upon that dinted sword, /A stain its steel can never lose (1049-1050). He was now focused on the maiden "whelmed beneath the sea"(836) and justifies it as result of his love and care for the one who sacrificed herself for him.
I loved her, Friar ! nay, adored ---

But these are words that all can use ---I proved it more in deed than word; (1046-1049)
But love towards Leila does not cloud the Giaour's senses. He thinks straight and puts himself into Hassan's shoes just to show us his other resemblance with the pasha. The Giaour now, probably under the influence of the Balkan region, truly abandons his European mentality and reveals the oriental man within him, where he says that although Leila loved him, she might have deserved her doom for her infidelity.
Yet did he but what I had done
Had she been false to more than one. 
Her treachery was truth to me.(1079-1082)
Though his rage is metaphorically painted as similar to Hassan, his love is far more sensitive than Hassan's. Byron used Hassan as unresponsive to Leila's sentiment and tender nature, whereas the Giaour was favored and given the aptitude of passion. The Giaour's love is given the analogy of the Italian volcano Etna and the eruption which causes the stream of hot lava being the metaphor of flaw of emotions. Justifying his bloody act, by assumingly having better reason than Hassan, does not disregard the fact that these two men were sharing the same mentality. As Roderick Cavaliero writes on Byron's belief "The Turks had smothered Greece, with oriental characteristics that rendered her a pale shadow of her former glory,"
15 similarly shows that Christian Giaour's behavior was "smothered" by Turkish temperament. By using the description of Giaour's love, Byron shows remorseful account of the Giaour, the fact which proves that he is sympathetic to the Giaour and pities his state of a depressed and culturally influenced man. Not conferring on Hassan's right for his anger and sense of revenge for his wife's adultery, Byron shows his western mindset by scorning the choice of punishment for an infidelity, thus presenting Ottoman of the age, respectively Turk mentality, as inferior. In his attempt to be "neutral between Christianity and Islam, as he did not wish to subscribe to either," 16 he stumbled in his forthrightness and favored the Giaour.
Conclusion
Lord Byron is one of the romantic western writers who is praised for his knowledge of affiliation with eastern world. After his journey through Balkans and acquaintance with the Muslim culture and Balkan nation he could not pass the mysticism of the region but inking it. His attraction and basic knowledge of the region is said to be a result of the reading of writers such as William Jones, Lady Wortley Montagu. This reading created him an idea of the region; nevertheless, it is his journey which made Byron and his work the writing to refer to when it comes to Balkans. As much as others influenced him now it is Byron's turn to influence the others, thus he had a huge impact on creation of a general opinion on East in the western world.
One of his works where he used the depiction of Oriental world is the Giaour, which he seasoned with some lust and Balkan mentality development, as a response to the sexual appetite. The work portrayed a story of a love triangle in, the Balkan region. With the aim of being more thorough, Byron used a maiden and her life in a pasha's palace. Although starting -194 -with stereotypes of the region, the story turned into a myth of an adulterous wife. Byron's tendency to justify the love between the girl and the lover made him put the pasha in the negative light as a cruel husband who kills his wife. Through this act Byron showed misogynistic behavior of a Turkish man and the restricted world that a Muslim woman lived in.
Even if Byron did not hide the resemblance between these two men's mentality due to a long stay of the Gioaur in Balkans, he did not hide his favoring of the lover, the Giaour. Byron showed sympathy for the Giaour's love whereas accuses Hassan for coldness of his heart, pointing out the difference in sentiment of two men, striving to elevate this European man. As a bottom line Leila's stepping into male realm of action of "freedom of choice" doomed them all and while Leila was punished physically and the Giaour psychologically from the outcome of their love, it openly showed that disturbed morality is not the thing to bear in Oriental, respectfully Balkan society of Byron's age.
